Putting Down Roots in the Heart of Ada Village

DMC Design
Dixon Architecture

New Home for Dixon Architecture (left) and
DMC Design (above)
Downtown Ada is undergoing a major transformation as
the new Ada Village takes shape, realizing the vision of the
Township and many other stakeholders. The goal was to
preserve the rich history and spirit of the area by creating
buildings with an authentic character found in Midwest
towns and villages from 1860 to 1940. The regulations
specify an architectural language
of load-bearing walls and regional
materials.
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DMC DESIGN & DIXON ARCHITECTURE
Among the First to Put Down Roots in the heart of Ada Village

Walking into the Dixon Architecture office, you immediately notice the keen attention to detail to maintain the historic look
of the building inside and out.
The standards also dictate certain details, such as window
proportions, roof and cornice configurations, storefronts and
overhangs.

Dixon’s conference room uses an old factory window
surrounded by used brick from a building in Chicago.

First Companies was selected to construct the 10,000
square foot, two-story structure that is now home to Dixon
Architecture and DMC Design, and one of the first in Ada
Village. The two companies came together through a mutual
client and soon discovered they shared the vision for downtown
and wanted to be a part of the exciting changes taking place.
Dixon’s 2,500 square foot office
and DMC’s 2,300 square foot
office are both located on the
2nd floor with a shared common
area.
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The staff at DMC Design enjoy
a work environment that feels
like home. Surrounded by
beauty, charm and an eclectic
elegance, the office creates
a welcoming environment
where visitors are immediately
comfortable and at ease.

The street level space will house
retail businesses, fulfilling
Ada’s desire to create a very
walkable, pedestrian-friendly
environment for local residents
and businesses.
Building owners Ken Dixon and Dawn Marie Coe both live in
Ada with their families and serve many nearby businesses. So,
when the opportunity arose to move their offices to the heart
of downtown – at the new intersection of Headley Street and
Ada Drive – the decision was an easy one.
“In designing the building, I traveled to many Michigan
towns and used the internet to view over a hundred different
Midwest towns and villages. The project required careful
study of many historical buildings, noting the details and
architectural elements that would complement the look
and feel of Ada Village.” Ken Dixon, Owner, Dixon
Architecture

One challenge the team
encountered was just how
to recreate the details of
an historical building using
modern-day materials and
construction processes. Getting
the precise look was difficult
to achieve in an efficient and
meaningful manner.
“There were many successful
brainstorming meetings with
our First Companies project
manager and the various
subcontractors to work through some of the design details.
To the team’s credit, several visitors have commented on
what a great renovation job the building underwent, not
realizing it was a new, ground-up construction project!”
Ken Dixon, Owner, Dixon Architecture
While both businesses feature large, open and spacious work
areas, with beautiful natural materials, that is pretty much
where their similarities end. Dixon’s office has a more rustic,
industrial look using a Chicago Commons type of brick that
came from an old salvaged building. The conference room
features a window from an old
factory as a wall divider and the
bathroom includes a unique piece
of walnut to create a floating
sink.
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The spacious open space creates a collaborative work environment for the team at DMC Design. The office showcases their
design skills in addition to functioning well for their business.
Every detail of the office from the exposed high ceilings, pipes
and vents, to the metal sign, custom furnishings, use of roughhewn boards, and barn doors reinforced Ken’s vision for his
perfect workspace.

Meetings are held around the “dining” room table that Dawn
Marie plans to transform into more of a conference room with
added technology to better facilitate conferences with clients,
subcontractors and other business partners.

“First Companies completed the work on time and on
budget. The building process went smoothly, just as I had
expected from all my previous work experience with them.
Living and working close to where my dream was being
constructed allowed me the opportunity to interact with the
subcontractors and make good decisions along the way.
First Companies was very flexible and collaborative as I
made necessary changes. I was recently asked, if I had
to do it again, what would I do differently? I had to think
long and hard about that question. Honestly, from my
perspective, it was a good, old-fashion home run!” Ken
Dixon, Owner, Dixon Architecture

The perfect balance and use of color, design, furniture, art,
and natural materials – including exposed brick, limestone, tile,
wood beams, flooring and more – all reinforce the company’s
intuitive sense for beauty and bringing things together in a way
that creates spaces where people want to be.

When entering DMC Design you see and experience what is
in Dawn Marie’s heart – her personal style of rich, beautiful
and eclectic elements that come together effortlessly to create
a very warm and inviting environment. The team wanted a
very open, collaborative workspace in surroundings much like
where they live. Visitors and clients enter through a beautiful
doorway into a “living” room area with a stunning limestone
fireplace and furnishings that immediately put them at ease.

“First Companies built my vision, a space that is ‘me.’ I love
beautiful, interesting things that are vintage, authentic, rich
in texture, and yet comfortable and cozy. The space needed
to communicate my heart and personal style, and it does.
The First Companies team was very caring and concerned
with getting every detail right. Our project manager was
awesome! Conversations were very straightforward and
everyone was very easy to deal with. The process was
smooth, and they made certain we were able to get to
where we needed to be on the numbers. I would certainly
recommend them to others.”
Dawn Marie Coe, Owner,
DMC Design
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